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78% (BSc Nursing)

Nepal singh 
72% (Paramedical)

Bharat Parihariya
70.28% (Pharmacy)
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80.93% (Nursing)
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73.69% (Nursing)

Naik Anjali 
79% (BPT)

74.7 % (Paramedical) 
Tanvee Pareekh 
74% (BPT) 

BEST RESULT IN 
ACADEMIC YEAR

PRINCIPAL

OUR APPROVALS AND AFFILIATION

Outstanding perfomance with majority of
students scoring more than 60%

NURSING 
PRINCIPAL

PHARMACY 
PRINCIPAL

PHYSIOTHERAPHY
PRINCIPAL

PARAMEDICAL
PRINCIPAL

Simran Sheikh
 76% (Nursing)



WHY CHOOSE?OUR COLLEGE

Sunrise Group of Institution commented on its journey as a part 
of Sunrise Society in the year 2003 in the field of nursing 
education. Since then it has phenomenally grown in various 
domains such as Nursing, Pharmacy, Physiotherapy and 
Paramedical Education. Also, it has taken a new baton in
hands by offering B.Com, BBA, B.Sc, BCA, and B. Librarian. 
SGI provides a well-organized library with a humongous set of
books to guide the students towards a bright future. 
SGI offers you a lush campus with fully equipped laboratories
of all the departments. To enhance the skills of the students, we 
offer fully flourished computer labs that help in building brighter 
and smarter leaders out of the students.Our key concern is to
excel in teaching and learning and let our students specialize 
in their dream stream. Our teaching methods are a blend of 
traditional and modern methods for the best development 
of the student. Advanced teaching strategies that involve 
problem-based learning are followed with regular lectures, 
teamwork, and self-evaluation sessions. We try to bring out 
the best in each individual. So, at the end of the day, they stand 
at the pinnacle with success in one hand and a positive attitude
in another.



Also Known as the 'Venice of the East' 
and the 'Kashmir of Rajasthan. Udaipur 
has been named as the world's best city 
in a poll by Travel and Leisure Magazine. 
With the achievement, the city has become
the first South Asian Hotspot adding one 
more feather in its cap of prestige. It nestles 
amidst of Aravali Range with the average
temperature of 25 to 35 degree Celsius. 
Udaipur is well connected through rail road
and air transport with the rest of the country.

UDAIPURTHE CITY OF LAKES



We welcome you to the world of Sunrise College 
where cognition, innovation, and wisdom all come 
together. This institute of learning was formed by
a group of philanthropists in 2003 with an objective
to provide education and excel in the fields of 
Management and Medical. SGI provides
quality education using the latest technology
with advanced teaching methodology to build 
future global leaders who would definitely reach 
the pinnacle of success. Our campus is spread 
over more than 11 acres of land in almost zero 
pollution zone along with ragging-free and 
noise-free areas as we believe in committing 
our students to social and environmental
responsibilities.

Our mission is to change the face of
education through academic rigor and
advanced teaching strategies that give our
students a platform to stand out from the
crowd. We take up the challenges of the
present global education world to prepare
our students for strong analytical and
thinking skills. We build entrepreneurs by
giving them all academic and cultural
exposure.

Our vision is to impart futuristic technical
education, managerial skills, and instill
high patterns of discipline through the
dedicated team, which shall set global
standards through excellence in teaching.
We focus on making our students
technologically superior and ethically
strong, who in turn will reach beyond
excellence in their lives.

SGI provides international exposure by conducting 
various training and placement programs abroad as 
we believe in the overall enhancement and
employability of students as a whole. We offer
different subjects and study options for students 
with effective learning and teaching. We thrive to
provide a creative and supportive environment in 
which our students flourish with new ideas and 
creations. Our teaching methodology is completely 
focused on achieving the outcomes from our students
which take them in the direction of knowledge and 
skill development. Our only motto is to take academic
excellence to a completely next level.

OVERVIEW

MISSION VISION



“We welcome the rising young minds to the Sunrise Group of Institutions, Udaipur, with open
hearts and a sense of immense pride! I’m extremely overwhelmed to see that these young
future leaders are getting brilliant guidance from our dedicated faculty with such sincerity.
We want our students to become competent professionals of tomorrow who would lead the
world with a deep passion for humanity in their hearts. Our institute believes in offering
multiple opportunities to our students and professionals so that they grow and rise in every
aspect of life.I wish success to all the students and hope they write a wonderful success
story of their life tomorrow!

Harish Rajani

Sunrise College of Pharmacy

Chairman

Sunrise College of Nursing
Sunrise College of Paramedical Sciences
Udaipur Institute of Physiotherapy

MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN

Sunrise Institute of Nursing Education

COLLEGES



Workshop on Dry Needling & IASTM, Duration : 2 Days.
(Organized by Udaipur Institute of Physiotherapy College
 & Maa Gayatri Physiotherapy College)

International Day of Yoga By Dr. Arpita Polra (Certified in Sports 
Rehabilitation Level 1&2 ACE,NASM , Certified in Yoga, Founder and 
Head Physiotherapist in LGFT,Chandigarh.

International Webinar on “Presentation Skills” By Michael Caven, Vietnam.

Webinar on “ Various Career Prospects” By Dr. Pratibha Singh
( Services Management , Australia)

Webinar on “Importance of Physiotherapy in Low Back 
Ache” By Dr. Hemant Khajja, Managing Director, Madhban
Orthopedic Hospital, Ex. Professor Ananta Medical College and Hospital.

INTERNATIONAL & NATIONAL
WORKSHOP / SEMINAR



SGI provides different courses in medical domain since 2003. The group is focused in giving
the quality education to students, the courses includes pharmacy, nursing, physiotherapy,
paramedical or Lab Technician. In pharmacy we have the courses B. Pharmacy and D. Pharmacy, the
nursing college includes Bachelor of Science (nursing),Post B.Sc. (nursing) and G.N.M. Our
physiotherapy college provides Bachelor of Physiotherapy course and the paramedical sciences
college gives the Diploma courses in DMLT & DOTT.

Affiliated By RUHS (Rajasthan university of health Science ) and Approved by PCI |AICTE |INC |RNC
OUR COURSES MADE YOUR LIFE

COURSES OFFERED

B.Pharm.
D.Pharm.

B.Sc.
G.N.M.
P.B.BSc.

B.P.T DMLT
DOTT

PHARMACY NURSING PHYSIOTHERAPY LAB-TECHNICIAN



Pharmacy includes everything related to wellness, right from the food you consume to the cosmetics, lifestyle products, health,
and chemical products that you use. As a Pharmacist, an individual needs specialized expertise about the composition of medicines, 
including the chemical, biological, and physical properties, as well as related manufacturing details and use. Other health care 
professionals are dependent on a Pharmacist to select and administer medications that offer the best results and quality of 
life for a particular patient.Pharmacists will use professional knowledge to prepare and dispense prescriptions, ensure medicines 
and doses are correct, prevent harmful drug interactions, and counsel patients on the safe and appropriate use of their medications. 
They study and keep track of all medicines and products with market surveys by connecting with a medical practitioner and 
distributors for any side effects, reactions, and allergies, etc. Although, before distribution in a market, the medicines are 
tested in labs because of the complexity and diversity of human beings. Different outcomes from the same medicine can occur,
therefore, a Pharmacy practitioner has to research and develop medicines and prescriptions at multitudes.

PHARMACY

B.Pharm. 4 YEARS 10+2 WITH PCB/PCM 
10+2 WITH PCB/PCM 2 YEARSD.Pharm.

B.Pharmacy | D.Pharmacy

DRUG MANUFACTURING
DRUG STORE PHARMACIST
GOVERNMENT JOBS
MILITARY | COMMUNITY | HOSPITALS
CRITICAL CARE PHARMACIST

ENTERPRENEURSHIP
HIGHER EDUCATION
ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES
SALES AND MARKETING 
DEPARTMENTS

CAREER PROSPECTS

COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY



AS A PHYSIOTHERAPIST, YOU CAN GET SPECIALIZATIONS IN THE FIELDS
SUCH AS CARDIORESPIRATORY, SPORTS, NEUROLOGY, ORTHOPEDICTS,
OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY, PEDIATRIC, COMMUNITY BASED
REHABILITATION AND OCCUPATIONAL PHYSIOTHERAPIST.

CAREER PROSPECTS

B.P.T 4 YEARS+ 6MONTHS INTERNSHIP 10+2 WITH PCB
COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY

B.P.T, abbreviated as Bachelor of Physiotherapy is a broad-spectrum profession that takes a ‘whole person’ approach to health and
wellbeing by assessing the condition of the patient and planning to achieve to return to an active lifestyle. It is a 4 year course with a
6-month compulsory internship.Physiotherapy is a degree-based healthcare profession where a physical therapist uses their
knowledge and skills to improve a range of conditions associated with different systems of the body,

Our ambition is to train people who encourage social wellbeing for disabled patients, develop and facilitate recovery in both physical
and mental manner. A physical therapist design work in the manner of ergonomics is not only for the disabled but also for the desk
worker, housewife and other occupations. A physical therapist not only deals with muscles, bones and fascia also we can manipulate
visceral organs to minimize the surgery and further complications.

PYSIOTHERAPY

B.P.T



STAFF NURSE
WARD SISTER OR NURSING SUPERVISOR
ASSISTANT NURSING SUPERINTENDENT
DEPUTY NURSING SUPERINTENDENT

NURSING SUPERINTENDENT
DIRECTOR OF NURSING
COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSE
NURSING TUTORS

INDUSTRIAL NURSE
MILITARY NURSE
NURSING SERVICE ABROAD
SERVICE ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS

CAREER PROSPECTS

B.Sc.
G.N.M
P.B.B.Sc.

4 YEARS
3 YEARS
2 YEARS

10+2 WITH PCB
10+2 WITH ANY STREAM
After G.N.M

COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY

A nurse is a person who is trained to give care to people who are sick or injured. Nurses work with [doctors] and
other health care workers to make patients well and to keep them fit and healthy. Nurses also help with end-of-life
needs and assist other family members with grieving.

NURSING

B.Sc. Nursing | G.N.M. Nursing | P.B.B.Sc Nursing



COVERING VARIOUS PRECLINICAL SUBJECTS.
TRAINING THROUGH CLASSROOM LECTURES AND PRACTICAL SESSIONS.

CAREER PROSPECTS

DMLT
DOTT

2 YEARS
3 YEARS

10+2 WITH PCB
10+2 WITH PCB

COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY

DMLT, abbreviated as Diploma in Medical Laboratory Technology is a two-year course for becoming a medical lab
technology professional who helps doctors in the diagnosis of disease by processing samples of body fluids like
blood, urine, stool, sputum, skin, biochemical analysis and by doing other antibiotic sensitivity tests. This course
brings out a medical Lab Technician who provides his service in various diagnostic departments of medical
sciences like the hospital, clinics, pathology labs, blood bank, hematology, biochemistry, and microbiology
studies.

PARAMEDICALS

Diploma in Medical Laboratory Technology.

DOTT, abbreviated as Diploma in Operation Theatre Technology is a two-year Diploma level Operations theatre
Technology program. It is one of those programs that build aspirants to work in the operation theatre as a
competent reliable technologist among the other team members of a healthcare department. These are all under
the supervision and guidance of senior doctors and technical persons in their delivery of patient care. 

DOTT

DMLT

DIPLOMA IN OPERATION THEATRE TECHNOLOGY



A Campus with beautiful ambience and infrastructure.
Natural, safe, pollution free, ragging free campus.
Qualified and  expertise faculty.
Digital library.
Quality Education with moral values and discipline.

INFRASTRUCTURE



Sunrise Group of Institutions offers ample opportunities
to students for a regular work-out and lifestyle
management by providing a host of excellent sports
facilities. It has facilities for games like cricket, football,
basketball and volleyball as well as indoor games like
chess, carrom, table-tennis etc.

A spacious well lit and well ventilated cafeteria in the
Institute serves sumptuous and healthy food to the
students.
A healthy and tasty start to the day begins with breakfast at 8
am followed by lunch, evening snacks and dinner.
The cafeteria serves a variety of dishes which are both
healthy and tasty and are crafted by a team of professional
dieticians to ensure a well balanced diet.

To ensure students well being, Sunrise provides great medical
facilities with a full time team of doctors available 24 x 7 his
own hospital with wheel chairs and other equipment are
constant standby for any eventuality.
Ambulance facility is also available in the Campus in
case of any emergency.

SPORTS FACILITIES

MESS AND CAFETERIA

MEDICAL FACILITIES



Student’s hostel of SGI is thoughtfully designed. It is situated
nearby the campus area. Hostels have adequate open space
with blocks having reading room s and mess facilities. The
management keeps strict control over hygiene and quality of
food served. Separate hostel & Gymnasium facility.

Sunrise Group of Institutions operates buses for the
convenience of students and staff coming from in and
around Udaipur city. This transport facility is also used
for various educational purposes like field trips, industrial
visits and recruitments.

SGI has a placement cell to provide placement assistance 
to our students. Since 2003 our group has a track record 
of 100% placement to students in renowned MNC's SGI 
also conduct International Training & Placement Programs 
for students. We ensure that, student is provided the right
placement & training.

HOSTEL FACILITIES

BUS FACILITIES

PLACEMENT CELL



ANNUAL FEST
Sunrise Group of Institute conducts annually various
cultural events which are electric and are coupled with
lots of fun, frolic and a platform to truly showcase the
abilities ."BLOOM" & “ENTREZA” were the recent event
by our college which includes Fashion show, Songs &
Dance performances. SPL is a inter college Cricket
Tournament.

PK MOVIE FAME
Indian Idol Finalist 
SONY TV

TOP FINALIST PERFORMER 
SAB TV

SWAROOP KHAN

TOP FINALIST X FACTOR
SONY TV

INDRANI BHATTACHARYA
RUNNER-UP IN THE
REALITY SHOW India’s Got Talent  
COLORS TV

AKASH & RIMITA

HARSHIT CHAUHAN

CELEBRITIES VISITED SUNRISE



-Rakesh Prajapat
  AIIMS, Jodhpur

-Nayan Joshi
  Sterling Hospital, Ahmedabad

-Ustav Shah (BPT)
  Consultant Physiotherapist, Australia

“My journey at SGI started with a bag full of hopes &
dreams and it ended with changing my life in the
best way.”

“I've learned a lot from all my mentors and seniors.
Thank you SGI for shaping my future. ”

“Sunrise is the reason of my success. It has been one
of the best decision that has changed my life
completely. ”

WHAT OUR STUDENT SAYS



ADMISSION CALL : 9079000948 | 8107398465
info@sunriseudaipur.com | www.sunrise.ac.in

1, Shanti Nagar, Hiran Magri, Sec. 5
SUNRISE HOSPITAL

Udaipur, Rajasthan
PHONE- +91-294-2460565
TELEFAX- +91-294-2467870

HEAD OFFICE
Nr. Barimata Temple, Jhamarkotra 
Road, Umarda, Udaipur, Rajasthan

PHONE- +294-2650189-90
MOBILE- +91-9079000948 | +91-8107398465

CAMPUS

��

PROFIT
SHARING 

PHARMACY
D.Pharm.
B.Pharm.

PARA
MEDICAL
DMLT
DOTT

PHYSIO
THERAPY
BPT

NURSING
P.B.B.S.c.
B.Sc. Nursing
GNM


